FOX HILLS NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

- Crimes in October For more alerts join aboutfoxhills@yahoo.com email list

IF YOU SEE SOMETHING SUSPICIOUS Call the POLICE
Emergencies – 911

Non-Emergencies 310-837-1221

1.) A resident in the Pines witnessed a suspicious
vehicle leaving the parking garage and took note of
the description. He later learned that there were
burglaries involving storage lockers in the garage
that day. He shared the information and worked
with the Pines management to locate on security
video the suspicious vehicle he witnessed earlier in
the day. He then notified the police department of
his observations and the vehicle’s license plate,
which the detectives are using to investigate and
locate the suspects.
2.) A resident saw a suspicious subject looking into
vehicles inside of the parking structure in the
Meadows and called the police department. The
officers arrived and detained the subject (an LA
resident) leaving the parking structure on his
bicycle. Through their investigation, the officers
searched the subject and found several gate
openers to the Meadows apartment complex,
three sets of car keys belonging to separate
vehicles (an Audi, Mercedes and a Volkswagen),
several pieces of jewelry and a credit card
belonging to someone else. Also found in his
possession were several tools commonly used to
break into vehicles. The subject could not provide a
valid reason for being inside the parking structure
or how he obtained the items found in his
possession. He was subsequently arrested.

3.) Several cars broken into and a bike stolen from
subterranean garages over the weekend of
October 15 at the Pines.
4.) A male who took a garage clicker from an
unlocked car from the street, entered the Adobe
Grande garage. He rummaged through the
unlocked cars in the early morning hours. Caught
on security camera.
5.) Bicycle thefts in Heather Village. Photo of man
leaving with bicycle tire after being caught. Culver
City Police was contacted.

6.) A woman entered the
property through the front
doors while open by vendor
working. The person was
caught taking clothing from
the laundry room.
The
Culver City Police were
notified by the attentive
resident that encountered
the individual.

